Dedicated to promoting peace through arts and culture

From:

Fermata Arts Foundation
24 Brentwood Dr.
Avon, Connecticut, 06001

Letter No:

FAF- 022315-010 (appeal #232, dated 02/23/15)

Date:

February 23, 2015

Re:

World Quality Center for Naval Ships in Ukraine: Call for Partners

Dear All,
Fermata Arts Foundation, a non-profit organization, presents countries of the post-soviet space.
Countries of the post-soviet space received their independence in 1991. Independence for what?
To obtained well-developed and ready to use tools for being integrated into the capitalist world, to
realize potentials of their economies and to depart from the myth “a country as a repository of
traditions”. Another direction is: by executing “mythical” projects of the soviet empire these
countries received a large number of project ambiguities, global in their nature [Cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan, Electrotechnical Plant "WEF" in Latvia, and a network of military-industrial complexes
for production of different type of weapons for military]. The lack of demands during last twenty
years due to the conditions of incompetence of the leaders of these countries in regards to the
question how to embed this “heritage” in the chain of strategic directions for the development of
their country led/ leads these countries into conditions “being ecologically unsafe”.
A presidential structure in the country is active by its nature. It has a multi-century development of
its evolvement in the USA and is adequate to address processes described above and to build
conditions of the modern society in any country. A format for the leadership in building a
presidential country carries a large increase in the number of millionaires in the country. Stepan
Razin entered the world arena as a representative of military institutions in Russia (Cossacks).
Stepan Razin made a statement about bureaucracy and the values of this bureaucracy for Russia. He
claimed a need to discuss this question, because bureaucracy is a driving force for Russian social
development. The Russian nobility, the writers from the nobility described specific personages from
bureaucracy in their works. The fact that it took place is described in the book “Leo Tolstoy and
Russian journalism of his era” written by E. G. Babaev.
The intriguers from the Russian nobility in the Tsar's court organized a quick overturn in Russia in
1917. The events described in the book “Ten Days That Shook the World”written by J. Reed
affirmed that the take-over took place.
By 1991 the soviet empire has been formed. In 1991 Mr. Yeltsin declared himself the President of
this empire. By this time bureaucracy in Russia gained strength for a process of transformation. In
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1991 a multiplicative process of the soviet empire led to the splintering it into many countries.
Russian bureaucracy made a decision to refresh its activities through the elements of national
identity. Twenty years of their existence are delineated in the report “Twenty Years of Split Unity:
expeditionary notes”1. Therefore Russia stated its readiness to present/ develop conditions of the
bureaucracy through collaborative projects in these countries. Mr. Putin, a leader of Russia, in 2008
stated that the countries of the post-soviet space are ready for this process, by making military
invasion of Georgia. In 2014 a similar reminder took place through invasion of Ukraine and is active
until present time.
Fermata Arts Foundation is proposing a World Quality Center for Naval Ships in Ukraine as a real
project which will address a process of bureaucracy in the countries of the post-soviet space. The
main objective of the project is lay the foundation of presenting American culture in Europe through
establishing a World Quality Center for Naval Ships in Ukraine. Evolving the World Quality Center
has been supported by Congresswoman E. Esty through her letter of support to Fermata Arts
Foundation [SCHWIPAR Centre for Innovational Development2] (see Attachment 1). US military
veterans and formation of the second breath for veterans through establishing job opportunities in
accordance with education and specific activities of veterans is what will be achieved through this
Center of Quality. This is one of the directions for practical concepts developed in this project.
Overall this US project will blockade any type of processes for involvement of bureaucracy, in
principle. Ukraine and the countries of the post-soviet space through legal process opportunities will
form the real legislative power in order to eliminate bureaucracy in these countries.
As the e-newsletter from Congresswoman E. Esty stated, an estimated twenty-two veterans commit
suicide each day3. President Obama supported Senator R. Blumenthal [change priorities in spending
of taxpayer's money in a new economy] and signed the Clay Hunt Suicide Prevention for American
Veterans Act into law on February 12, 2015. Fermata Arts Foundation project “World Quality Center
for Naval Ships in Ukraine” will allow to develop this act to the conditions of functional roles of
super-professionals who formed their skills during military service.
Please add your voice by sharing your story or providing financial support for this project. Your
active reapplication will accelerate/ stabilize harmonic conditions of the transition of military
veterans from institutions of servicing global community into constructive institutions of production
of goods and services/ inspections of the world fleet, preserving “being safe” in a global community.

1 Russian Geographical Society (Smolensk division), (2012), “Twenty Years of Split Unity: expeditionary notes”, a
monograph, Institute of Geography of Russian Academy of Science, Lomonosov Moscow State University Smolensk,
Ecumene; http://www.ecoross.ru/files/books2012/20%20let%20edinstva,%202012.pdf, accessed on February 23,
2015
2 SCHWIPAR Centre for Innovational Development is a daughter company, a subsidiary entity to undertake business
activities of non-profit organization Fermata Arts Foundation
3 “Serving our nation's veterans”, E-newsletter from Congresswoman Elizabeth Esty dated February 13, 2015,
https://iqconnect.lmhostediq.com/iqextranet/view_newsletter.aspx?id=166254&c=CT05EE, accessed on February 13,
2015
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Fermata Arts Foundation approached ambassadorial institutions of Russian Federation in
Washington DC with a request for a meeting with Ambassador Sergey I. Kislyak as a development
phase for a meeting with Mr. Putin in order to confirm that Putin's actions are the actions of the
individual, in their nature. They are formed by the nobility of the tsar's clan which still exists today in
Russia, and are not supported by the people of Russia.
Fermata Arts Foundation is preparing materials for a presentation on these meetings using reports of
the Russian Federation experts on demographic crisis in Russian Federation in 2016. The initial
phase for resolving this crisis is to bring a legal action against Mr. Putin.
Fermata Arts Foundation made a statement through United Nations institutions in regards to the
“Demographic crises in Russian Federation in 2016”.
To get familiar with Fermata Arts Foundation initial correspondence to the office of Ambassador of
the Russian Federation to the United States Sergey I. Kislyak:
e-mail your request to: office@fermta-arts.org
To get reaction/ comments from Fermata Arts Foundation representatives in Ukraine:
e-mail to: office@fermta-arts.org
To make a donation to support Fermata Arts Foundation:
go to: http://fermata-arts.org/participate.html
To send your comments:
e-mail to: office@fermta-arts.org
Sincerely,

Tatyana Ishutkina
Executive Director
Enclosure.
Attachment 1. Letter of support from Congresswoman Elizabeth Esty, dated November 20, 2014
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